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Members of CIY’s executive team pray over Andy and Marcia Hansen on the official last day of Andy’s tenure as CIY
president. Hansen will continue in full-time ministry at CIY as Senior Relationship Officer.

PASSING THE BATON
Outgoing president Andy Hansen reflects on his 15 years; welcomes new president Jayson French
BY

ANDY

HANSEN

A

s of July 15, 2019, my wife Marcia and I have been
committed for 34 years to prayerfully giving our
hearts and the best of our talents to the ministry of
Christ In Youth. What an honor! What a privilege!
What a Kingdom journey!
When we arrived in 1985, the CIY office was in a house across
from the old airport entrance in Joplin, Missouri. There were six
people on staff at the time and we only had four CIY Summer
Conference events with approximately 2,000 in attendance. Our
mode of transportation to these events was one “butterscotch
bomb” – an old bus with a stick shift, vinyl seats and NO air

·

CHRIST

IN

YOUTH

conditioning! Yet the opportunity to gather youth ministries
together – to accent a theme with the preaching of God’s Word
and to join together in powerful worship and community
building – resulted in life-altering transformation!
During the 1990s, CIY’s Summer Conference began to grow
consistently at 20 percent a year! This is the formula that the
Lord and the Holy Spirit utilized to call untold thousands of
students to accept Christ and develop a desire to live a life
as “Kingdom workers.” Thousands of them have gone into
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vocational ministry and are today scattered across our nation
and throughout the world. I cannot possibly recall all the times
in my travels and attendance at CIY events where people came
up to me and expressed that “it was at CIY” where they made
their decision to accept Christ, go into ministry … or even found
their future mate!

Hundreds of additional young people participated in a CIY
Engage mission trip, and on one of these trips the students were
able to participate in the very first CIY MOVE event in Ireland!
As a result of the 2019 ministry of CIY’s SuperStart preteen
event, Believe junior high event, Wilderness youth minister’s
gathering, the Youth Ministry Summit, and more, an anticipated
total of 80,000 people will participate in a CIY experience.

We gave all we had to build relationships with preachers, youth
ministers, parents and young people – ministering through
events, mission trips and by providing resources; all meant to
advance the local church. As it is often stated, the ministry of
CIY is always the bridesmaid and never the bride, which is the
local church. We exist to serve the local church by partnering
together to create a movement of Kingdom work! I am forever
grateful for those who served so wholeheartedly with me in the
80s, 90s and into the next century.
In May of 2004, CIY’s trustees determined
there was a new challenge before me – to
serve as president of the organization. As
CIY founder Bob Stacy would often say:
“WOW!” I wasn’t certain I was created for
such leadership, but I was and continue
to be grateful for the opportunity the
trustees bestowed upon me, as well as for
the critical encouragement and guidance
from several mentors. Certainly, I have
always considered this a sacred trust. Bob
Stacy likes to say he always knew I would
be in leadership of CIY someday, because
I was the first person off the first bus at
the very first CIY Summer Conference in
1970 at the Kiamichi Camp in Oklahoma.
That statement is close to accurate – I was
on the first bus that arrived, but I wasn’t
the first off the bus ... I was in the back!

CIY’s headquarters in Joplin currently contains 36 acres with an
office complex that houses more than 70 full-time employees.
We also have European staff of four who are in Ireland, and as
many as 75 seasonal staff who we hire every year, not to mention
the many contractors we partner with every year to help staff
our events.

“
I cannot possibly recall all
the times in my travels and
attendance at CIY events
where people came up to me
and expressed that ‘it was at
CIY’ where they made their
decision to accept Christ,
go into ministry ... or even
found their future mate!
”

It’s hard to believe that 15 years have gone by since then!
Through seasons of financial difficulties, internal issues, stress
from growth for more programs/resources/staff, shifting
opportunities and challenges, recrafting the vision and mission
of CIY … God has ABUNDANTLY PROVIDED! The early song of
CIY remains true, “Praise to the King of Kings, Who Specializes
In Impossible Things!”
And God’s favor has been upon CIY! In the summer of 2019
CIY provided 58 week-long MOVE high school and MIX middle
school events where 44,000 youth and adult leaders immersed
themselves into the life story of Elijah and Elisha and came away
with a clarion call that this story is “To Be Continued” through
their lives of Kingdom work!

None of that would be possible without
your prayers, partnership and provision
throughout the years!
THANK YOU!

I thank God for all of this, but I am
most excited for the future of Christ In
Youth! The growth of the staff – not only
in numbers, but in depth of maturity,
skill, leadership, vision and complete
commitment to the mission of raising up
a harvest of Kingdom workers – is what is
most impressive to me. I get goosebumps
just walking through the halls, observing
meetings, catching bits of discussions
where there is so much creativity, energy
of imagination and vision, combined with
an absolute determination of faith in a
Father who can do more than we could
ever ask or imagine. This rising swell of
leadership – many of whom have served for 10 years or more –
combined with an expanding base of fresh, incredibly gifted
new employees is absolutely invigorating.
As a result of this observance, I approached the trustees in
May of 2016 with a plan of transition. It was obvious that the
ministry had outgrown its current organizational structure and
had moved past all the goals that had been set, demanding that
a fresh and bold strategic plan be crafted for the future. It was
also clear to me that the depth of leadership at CIY needed to be
given opportunity to expand and was more than capable to take
on new challenges.
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I also strongly encouraged our trustees to consider
Jayson French as the future president of CIY. Jayson
has served for 16 years at CIY – first as associate
director, then as director of programs, then as
vice president of programs, and most recently as
executive vice president. He is an exceptional leader,
visionary, preacher and Godly man committed to
Christ, his family and the ministry of CIY.
In March of 2018 the board approved the transition
plan and that Jayson French would become the sixth
president of Christ In Youth. I also determined that
Jayson would head the organizational restructure
of CIY, as well as work with the leadership and staff
in crafting a new strategic plan. Since Jan. 1 of this
year I have shifted internal operations to Jayson’s
leadership. On Sept. 1, Jayson assumed the role
of president of Christ In Youth! I am very pleased
with this transition and the spirit of trust and
communication that continues.
Will you please pray for Jayson in this new position,
as well as the expanding roles that many of the CIY
staff will take on – the changing organizational
structure, expanded strategic plan and constant new
opportunities to serve the local church? A note, call,
text, e-mail or visit from you with sincere words of
encouragement for Jayson and the CIY team at this
historic moment would be appreciated.
This does not mean that I am retiring! I am very
pleased that I will be able to continue “living
the dream” at CIY by serving full-time as
Senior Relationship Officer – maintaining great
relationships with local churches and individuals, as
well as focused on building expanding friendships
with this ministry.
With God’s provision, the next 50 years of ministry
through Christ In Youth will be brighter than ever!

ALL SMILES
The legacy of Andy Hansen as president at CIY is one filled with joy
and laughter. Andy brought a culture of fun to the organization, and
it permeated every facet of the ministry – including the halls of
CIY’s headquarters in Joplin, MO. TOP: Andy and CIY’s new president
Jayson French share a laugh; MIDDLE: Andy and CIY’s founding president
Bob Stacy recall their memories of the first-ever Summer Conference;
BOTTOM: Andy plays 9 Square In The Air with some CIY staffers.
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CIY’S SIXTH
PRESIDENT
Jayson French has been a staple of CIY’s ministry for
more than 20 years; now he takes the reins of this
globally growing organization and prepares
to lead it into the future

STORY
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n a sunny afternoon in early September, Jayson French
stood with his feet firmly planted in the river behind his
house in Oronogo, Missouri, and addressed the 70-plus
CIY staffers who lined the shore. The slow-moving
current swept around his legs and served as a perfect metaphor of
the unique time and place in which CIY found itself. It was the 51st
year of CIY’s ministry, and five presidents had led the organization
prior to that day. Jayson – who would officially step into his new
role as the sixth president of Christ In Youth on the following day –
took advantage of the moment to remind his staff that the ministry
of CIY was and always will be about elevating the Kingdom of God.
“Let’s be in the middle of what He’s doing,” Jayson said. “Let’s be in
His current. Let’s go with the flow of where He’s leading.”
The moment was yet another impactful experience within CIY’s
history, and it served not only as a great reminder to the staff of the
work to which God had called them, but also as an appropriate way
to begin Jayson’s tenure as president.
That morning he had spent time praying with specific people – first
with former president Andy Hansen and his wife Marcia, then
with a group of CIY’s trustees, then with elders from his church at
Christ’s Church of Oronogo, then with each of the six members of
his executive team, and finally with his wife Janice.

(Continued on next page)
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The last prayer with Janice is of particular note. If you want to know
Jayson, you have to understand the role family plays in his heart.
Family is the hub of his life. He and Janice have four children,
whom they have raised in Southwest Missouri for the past 20 years.
Janice has been his partner in ministry for longer than his time at
CIY, and his role as spiritual leader for his family – as father and
husband – is the No. 1 priority in his life. So before welcoming the
CIY staff to his home for a time of Spirit-led community building,
he knew he needed to go before God in humility with Janice. The
time floating in the river and the time spent praying with others
were intentional – he was submitting to God’s leadership.
And so his comments to the CIY staff that day – shared while
standing in the stream – were reflective of that humble posture.
They were also reflective of the way he has led during his nearly
20 years on staff at CIY – serving first as assistant director of
programming, then director, then vice president and most
recently executive vice president. His leadership is one that echoes
a mantra that comes straight from God’s Word: “Lord, create in me
a pure heart.” It was something he prayed over and over again that
morning as he floated down the creek and meditated on the things
to which God was calling him as president. An avid outdoorsman,
the time spent floating down the stream was both true to his
character and necessary for the moment. It was a time for him
to connect with God and to put into perspective the great calling
that was being placed on his life, and on the lives of those called to
serve in ministry at CIY.
“I may have floated that river one hundred times before, but it was
different that day,” Jayson said. “One of the things I felt God saying
to me over and over that morning was, ‘Read the current, Jayson.
Read the obvious things I’m putting in front of you. You know how
to read them because you’ve lived in this river your whole life – so
read what the Spirit is doing. You’ve walked with the Spirit most
of your life, so watch what He’s doing and what He’s up to.’ In the
current of God’s ongoing story you want to make sure you place
yourself dead center of where you think He wants you to be, to
be ready to navigate the obstacles and opportunities and depth
changes, and then trust Him with what’s around the next bend.”
Those blind corners are the things that keep most organizational
presidents up at night, but Jayson has learned that though his
natural tendency is to plan many months and years in advance,
it’s most often in the current moments and during the unplanned
experiences where God’s glory shines the brightest. That reminder
has been one that Jayson has echoed to the staff repeatedly over
the past year. In fact, it’s an idea that he has put forward as the
three main tenets of how CIY will operate: 1. Being deeply rooted
in the Gospel; 2. Recognizing that we are all made for Kingdom
work; and 3. Always being connected to the church.

“At CIY we have the opportunity to serve thousands of churches,”
Jayson said. “I love the opportunity we have to bless her and serve
her. We’re not here to lift up our brands, but to lift up His bride. So
it will be our standard to always be asking: What does the church
need us to do and how can we serve?”
Toward that end there are quite a few things that Jayson would
like to plan for in regards to CIY’s future, but during his first few
months as president he is leaning into the current and trusting
God to reveal what’s around the next bend. The most immediate
work to be done is an internal organizational restructure. Over the
past two years under the leadership of Andy Hansen as president,
Jayson was tasked with taking a hard look at CIY’s infrastructure
and developing ways that the organization could grow globally
in financially viable and sustainable ways. After much research,
Jayson has brought the ministry to a place where internal changes
can begin to be implemented.
“We’ve grown so much that our current systems cannot keep
up with our growth,” Jayson said. “Anybody who has ever had a
business knows that when the business grows as quickly as ours
has, there are growing pains. We’re going through those pains,
and some of it is due to the fact that the infrastructure we’ve been
using was built to accommodate 30,000 attendees a year – not the
80,000 we’re seeing right now or the 150,000 we have goals to grow
to. So we have to rebuild how we operate and function before we
can move to the next level.”
Jayson admits that it’s not the most attractive ministry tactic
– new systems and structures don’t have the same appeal as
programming and production for big events – but he feels that it’s
necessary and has already begun the hard work required to make
those shifts. He’s not doing it alone, as he has already named his
executive team (see pages 10-11 for details about the CIY executive
team) and tasked them with creating the new organizational
structure – which should go fully into effect on Jan. 1, 2020.
“I don’t want to be put on a pedestal,” Jayson said. “There are too
many people in our society who have failed because of that. I’d
much rather talk about ‘we’ and not ‘me.’ I’m playing a role called
president, but there’s so much more to me than a title. I don’t want
to lead by a title. I want to lead by my presence. I want people to
look at me and say, ‘Man, that guy loves the church.’ I hope people
would say that about me. I always want them to see that I truly
believe in this generation and what they’re doing for the sake of
the Gospel. People can trust me because I do what I say I’m going
to do. I’m thoughtful and I’ll create a culture of people who give
their best and who put deep thought into what they’re doing – not
because we want to be noticed, but because Christ’s bride deserves
our best.”
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ABOVE: Jayson French addresses the CIY staff on the edge of a creek that
flows behind his house on the day before he officially takes the role
as CIY’s sixth president. RIGHT: Jayson prays on stage with a student
at a MOVE event in Michigan.

Jayson has spent his life engaging young people in ways that connect their
hearts and their hands to the Gospel and to the eternal service of the Kingdom.
His passion is married with a humility that recognizes his place in the
grander story of God’s design and with a servant-hearted leadership style that
empowers and enables others to be the best versions of who God created them
to be. And so as he steps into the role of the sixth president at Christ In Youth
– with all his plans and passion and intensity – he does so with a profound
perspective that he hopes everyone will come to understand in their own lives.
“You’re floating this river, but you’re not the first to float it and you won’t be
the last,” Jayson said. “There are a lot of people who floated this river in many
different forms and fashions. And this river will be here long after you’re gone.
Enjoy the scenery and what you’ve got now. This movement will far outlast us.
There are people who led this before we got here and who will lead long after
we’re a gone. More than anything what I hear God telling me is: ‘Be a good
steward of your part in the journey – of your time here – and recognize after
you disembark that it will keep flowing with or without us.’
“At the end of the day I want to be known for being faithful for wherever the
Spirit took us, for navigating obstacles well, for staying in the middle of His
current, for not paddling against the flow, and for making sure that where He
went, I went.”

CHRIST IN YOUTH
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CIY’S EXECUTIVE TEAM:
Over the course of the past year CIY has undergone a process of internal organizational restructure. In anticipation of Jayson French
transitioning into the role of president in September 2019, one of the first steps taken in that restructure was to institute an executive
team of vice presidents who oversee specific operations of the ministry. Each of the six vice presidents have been on staff at CIY for more
than 10 years and bring years of experience to the table. Moving forward they will work closely with Jayson through strategic planning
for the ministry, while coaching their respective teams for maximum efficiency and spiritual growth.

ERIC EPPERSON
Vice President of Story

JOHN LUZADDER
Vice President of Culture

MARK HAND
Vice President of Business Strategies

Eric previously served as CIY’s senior
director of Æffect – a digital resources and
film department. Prior to that Eric served
as a programming director for CIY’s MOVE
program. Eric has collaborated with some
of the most creative people in the country
to produce events, award-winning short
films and compelling documentaries. In
his role as vice president of Story, Eric will
oversee the various ways in which CIY
celebrates stories of God’s work through
the ministry. This includes supervision
over marketing, sales, communications
and donor development. Eric holds a BA
from Ozark Christian College and a Master
of Arts from the University of Oklahoma.
He currently lives on Route 66 with his wife
and two daughters.

John previously served as CIY’s senior
director of summer events and has been
with the ministry since 2008. As vice
president of culture, John oversees how
CIY treats, develops and takes care of
its staff. This includes opportunities for
individuals to grow spiritually, personally
and professionally. He also oversees the
final product of everything CIY delivers
globally to make sure it meets the “CIY
cultural standard.” Prior to joining CIY
he worked in youth ministry at Blooming
Grove Christian Church in Palmyra,
IL; Manchester Christian Church in
Manchester, N.H.; and West Side Christian
Church in Springfield, IL. He is a graduate
of Lincoln Christian College. He and his
wife, Michelle, have three boys.

Mark previously served as CIY’s vice
president of operations. He joined CIY in
2006 after working 11 years in corporate
accounting for Fortune 500 company
Leggett & Platt Inc. He has a bachelor’s
degree in business administration from
Pittsburg (KS.) State University, and is also
a Certified Management Accountant. In his
role as vice president of business strategies
Mark oversees all of CIY’s business
models – from budgeting and contracts to
growth strategies and new ventures and
investments. Mark is heavily involved in
his church – Carterville Christian Church
near Joplin, MO. – where he serves as an
elder. He and his wife, Nikki, also host a life
group in their home every week. They have
two adult children, Mikayla and Zack.

KINGDOM WORKER CONNECTION
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PATRICK SNOW
Vice President of Content

RYAN CLABORN
Vice President of Operations

WADE LANDERS
Vice President of Research & Development

Patrick previously served as CIY’s senior
director of weekend events. Prior to that
he served as the founder and director of
SuperStart. Patrick is frequently sought
after as a speaker and teacher all over the
country. In his role as vice president of
content he oversees development of all
interactive programming elements. His
teams are responsible for the content that
gets delivered to churches and students.
Patrick is a graduate of Johnson Bible
College. Prior to joining CIY, he and his
wife, Samantha, were part of Traveling
Mercies – a traveling theater group that
performed in churches and at ministryrelated events all over the country. Today
Patrick and Samantha are members at
Christ’s Church of Oronogo, near Joplin.

Ryan previously served as CIY’s senior
director of operations and has been with
the ministry since the early 2000s, when he
first joined the summer conference team
as an intern. In his role as vice president
of operations he works with each of CIY’s
programs in areas that include contracts,
budgets, event registration, logistics and
travel, and regulatory compliance. This
also includes supervision over all of CIY’s
infrastructure – from facilities to trucking
to how the organization works with
contracted staff. Ryan has a Bachelor of
Science in Communication Consultancy
and a Master’s of Business Administration
from Oklahoma State University. Ryan
and his family are members of Carterville
Christian Church near Joplin, MO.

Wade is a long-time friend and supporter
of Christ In Youth, having worked as an
employee for the organization during
two separate periods as well as serving
on the board of trustees for many years.
In his role as vice president of research
and development, Wade works to develop
CIY’s partnership with networks, churches
and youth ministry groups internationally and helps internal departments and
the executive team to move new initiatives
forward. Wade has a bachelor’s degree in
Biblical literature from Ozark Christian
College, a master’s degree in Intercultural
Studies from Biola University and is
currently a PhD student at Biola. He and his
wife Beth have been married for 25 years,
and they have eight children.
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KEY-NGDOM WORKERS
Friends inspired by ministry in Ireland work together to raise funds for
first MOVE event in Dublin; join Engage team on international trip to the Emerald Isle
STORY

BY

BECCA

T

wo years ago three friends sat together at CIY MOVE
listening to a plea for the youth of Ireland. They had no
idea how hard they were about to work for those young
Irish students, or that God would find a way to place
their feet on Ireland’s beautiful, rocky shores.
Tyler Miller, Mason Butler and Denni Horstman of Bland,
Missouri, were inspired two years ago when they heard CIY’s
European Director Jasper Rutherford speak on the stage at MOVE.
They said their love for the MOVE summer conference drove their
ambition for the youth of Ireland to experience what they had.
Upon their return home from the conference, they started making
customized keychains to fundraise for CIY’s European expansion.
They called themselves “Key-ngdom workers,” and raised $2,000
in a year to help bring MOVE to Ireland.
“When we heard what CIY was doing it just seemed so amazing
and we felt like it was up to us to support it,” Horstman said.
“Jasper’s story and the way he described how the white on the flag
means hope was something that put Ireland on all of our hearts.
We hoped that students there would be as lucky as we have been
to experience what we have at MOVE.”

HAINES

life. When I was starting to question my plans to pursue children’s
ministry, God used this trip to take away all that doubt. Getting to
go to Ireland and work with kids was that reassurance I needed.”
Miller said he found a new sense of peace in God’s plan for him as
he returns to college this fall.
“God showed up so much on this trip and I was re-introduced
to how much He can use me,” Miller said. “Our trip leader
would consistently say ‘Dive in with two feet,’ and that applied
to everything we did – including just being in God’s presence.
It wasn’t like we painted a house or built anything, we were
planting and watering seeds in people’s lives. We made life-long
connections and learned a lot about the country. It wasn’t a
trip where we saw physical results because God’s still not done
with this trip. This trip was just a part of everyone’s story He will
continue to write. That’s a cool thing we get to tell people.”
Horstman and Butler are attending Ozark Christian College in
Joplin, Missouri, and Miller attends Missouri State UniversityColumbia. Their Key-ngdom worker chapter might be over, but
all three now share a new dream – attending MOVE as volunteers
and youth leaders for the next generation.

When the first-ever MOVE event in Ireland was scheduled for
August 2019, the three friends took great joy in knowing they
played a part in making it happen … but it wasn’t enough. Ireland
remained heavy on their hearts and they shared a desire to see
the country. The Key-ngdom workers refreshed their fundraiser
and set a new goal to get themselves across the world with CIY’s
Engage international mission program. They used their welding
skills and expanded their services to include customized metal
signs. They also sold T-shirts and did other service projects. By
the end of the year all three students were fully funded and in July
they were serving students of all ages with CIY’s mission partner,
Salt Factory Sports in Belfast, Ireland.

“It’s insane to think about how God lined up everything before
we even knew about CIY’s mission,” Horstman said. “We just
took a chance that everything would work, and God took care of
everything. What I want more than anything is for high schoolers
to attend MOVE with an open mind and willingness to get out of
their comfort zones and listen to what God has to say. Two years
ago, I’d be terrified to think about what we’ve accomplished.
There’s something special about the MOVE conference because
God has used it to direct our lives. These past two years have
shown me that. I hope students can lay everything in God’s hands
and not be afraid to work hard for what God puts on their hearts.”

“It was a goal we had been working toward for a long time,”
Horstman said. “It felt really good and rewarding to see Ireland,
and the way our community supported us was amazing. The trip
– and the past two years – have impacted us all in different ways,
but for me it’s been a reassurance of what I want to do with my

The Key-ngdom workers’ story serves as a great reminder that
nothing can stop a Christ follower when the Lord takes hold of a
dream and blesses it to international proportions – it’s the history
of the CIY ministry and the echo that carries on in the hearts and
efforts of students who attend MOVE every summer.
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Denni Horstman, Tyler Miller, and Mason
Butler of Bland, MO, were inspired
two years ago when they heard CIY’s
European Director Jasper Rutherford
speak on the stage at MOVE. They
decided to combine their efforts to
raise money to help CIY launch its
first MOVE event in Ireland. They
raised $2,000, but God wasn’t finished
with their journey. ... The friends
learned about CIY Engage and the
international trips the program offered
to Ireland. So they went back to work
raising funds and this summer were
able to travel with Engage to serve
overseas and learn what it means to be
a Kingdom worker in Ireland.
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TO BE CONTINUED ...
More than 34,000 high school students and their adult leaders attended one of CIY’s MOVE
events this summer, learning about Elijah and the story God has woven throughout history
– and how they can continue that story in their own lives. More than 1,600 young people
made first-time decisions for Christ, another 11,114 made commitments to live a lives of
Kingdom work, and 2,047 made decisions to pursue careers in vocational ministry.
(photo credit: Craig Davenport)
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FOCUSING ON FOSTER CARE
CIY’s short film “Hard to Place” shines a light on the foster care crisis in the U.S.
STORY

T

BY

CHRIS

ROBERTS

here are currently 400,000 kids in the U.S. foster care
system. CIY believes the church is equipped to care for
every single one, and to help champion that call the
ministry produced a short-film called “Hard to Place.”

Shown to more than 34,000 high school students and adult
leaders this summer at MOVE, the film gives audiences a
glimpse into the struggle and heartache that many young people
experience “just down the street.” Every community across the
country is impacted. Throughout every demographic and every
economic status there are kids who need loving families to
welcome them in.
“Vulnerable people, especially children, are very close to the
heart of God,” said MD Neely, director and co-producer of the
film. “He wants His church to be the hands and feet of Jesus – to
care for them and serve them. For us as an organization to take
up that banner and come alongside other organizations that are
already doing an incredible job, and take that call to our audience
and to the church at large through this story, is an extension of
what people are already doing and have been doing for centuries.
We felt called as an organization to champion foster care, and this
is the story that God brought to us. We knew we needed to tell this
story because it would be obedient to His leading.”
“Hard to Place” is based on the true story of Nick and Emma, a
brother and sister who made a daring escape from a dangerous
home. Through the film, audiences see two young children who
are left in a precarious situation and placed into the foster care
system. The big question for audiences of the film is: “What
happens next?”
“We hope people will take this film and use it as a free resource
for their churches and small groups to spark conversations about
how they can help vulnerable kids in their communities,” said
Eric Epperson, writer and co-producer of the film. “We can all do
something. And while not everyone is called to foster, everyone is
called to care.”
Epperson and Neely first found the story of Nick and Emma
– whose names have been changed to protect their identities –
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when on a scout trip for the film in Frankfurt, Kentucky. The two
met with the first lady of Kentucky’s Youth Leadership Council,
who shared with them all the positive things happening in the
state – from legislation reform to success stories of children who
have been adopted out of the foster care system. Through the
course of conversations with her, Epperson and Neely found
themselves in a room with a small group of foster kids – including
a young brother and sister who had experienced unimaginable
trauma at such a young age.
“The real Nick said he’d like to tell his story, and what came out
of his mouth is the story that is now told in ‘Hard to Place,’” Neely
said. “Eric and I were just completely floored. We wanted to cry
because we couldn’t believe how horrific the story was. After the
silence that came after he shared we thanked him and went out
to the parking lot and didn’t say anything for a while. We had to
process what we’d just heard. Eventually I looked at him and said,
‘You know what movie I want to see? As terrible as it is, we have
to tell that story.’ We both agreed to sleep on it and think about
it because we didn’t want to make a shotgun decision based on
emotions. But neither of us could shake it. So we went back and
had a follow-up conversation with the real Nick and Emma and
asked their permission to tell their story.”
Neely said the actual production of the film was equal parts the
most challenging and rewarding experience he’s had of his life.
The story required night shoots, which is something CIY’s film
team has never endeavored before. It also required working with
child actors in the middle of the night. But Neely had high praise
for everyone involved in the production process, and added that
the partnerships that CIY has enjoyed through the process with
groups such as America’s Kids Belong and the Christian Alliance
For Orphans has made this project his favorite to work on to date.
At the end of the day he hopes people will see the film and be
inspired to take action to make a difference in the foster care
crisis in America. There are many ways that churches and
individuals can get involved – from hosting screenings of the film
to serving families to taking foster children into their homes,
and dozens of other ideas. Some people are called to be a support
system, he said, and he hopes many will answer that call.
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MOMENTS & MILESTONES
Middle school students learn about community and God’s presence in their lives
during MIX summer conference that tackles issues of loneliness and anxiety
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ixth grader Emma Macaluso celebrated such a milestone
this summer at CIY’s MIX conference that afterward she
said she felt like the Lord had given her a big hug.

HAINES
EVANS

According to Taylor Brown, founding director of MIX, the
event is one that facilitates meaningful moments like this for
young people in a myriad of intentional ways. Middle schoolers
strengthen relationships with each other and their youth leaders,
dive into the Word and learn how to be Kingdom workers. In fact,
Brown said MIX is designed specifically for this pivotal stage of
life when students can see God move for the first time and feel the
Holy Spirit’s leading.

Macaluso was one of thousands of middle school students who
joined CIY at one of 22 MIX events across the U.S. this summer.
And like many of those young people, she brought with her some
difficult things that were weighing on her mind. She wasn’t sure
how to share those anxieties with others and worried that her
“For the first time for a lot of middle schoolers, they’re realizing
friends might change their attitudes toward her if she were to
their faith is their own – not their parents’
really open up and be transparent with her
faith,” Brown said. “And when they’re
feelings. But during a small group time she
“
plugged into a church, they’re going to
felt the courage to share a deep struggle
be surrounded by people who love them.
for the first time – she told the group her
I was a sixth grader at MIX
That’s what the Kingdom is all about, and
grandmother has cancer and that the
they may be experiencing that for the first
outlook wasn’t positive.
and made my decision to
time at MIX. It’s just great to see – it’s a
follow Christ for the first
huge milestone that we love to celebrate.”
“I was crying a lot,” Macaluso said. “It felt
good to let them know, and a lot of them
time. I found love, hope and
Much of that connection to the church
could relate. I was thankful – that’s what
a security in the Lord that I
is reinforced by the extra efforts of the
I felt. It still hurts to know my grandma is
adult volunteers who join these middle
hurting, but I know God is there and He’s
wasn’t feeling at home
schoolers for a week of MIX. It’s a week
taking care of everything. It’s all going to
at the time.
that can be simultaneously exhilarating
be OK.”
and exhausting, because a volunteer’s
experience at MIX can look different at
Impactful moments such as these – when
”
any given moment – from a heated game
students show God’s love to each other –
of dodgeball, to running through a field of bubbles in MIX’s Outer
change lives forever. No one knows this better than Catie Wood –
a high schooler from Shawnee Mission, Kansas, who had attended Realm, to sitting quietly with a student over a bowl of Fruit Loops
MIX when she was in junior high and returned this year as a small while they pour out their worries. Connor Schaller said he gladly
took vacation time from his pharmaceutical career in Muncie,
group volunteer.
Indiana because he’s seen God use many moments like that to
guide a student’s life.
“Seven years ago I was a sixth grader at MIX and made my
decision to follow Christ for the first time,” she said. “I found love,
“It’s been fun to help and to share my faith with the students,”
hope and a security in the Lord that I wasn’t feeling at home at
he said. “This whole journey has taught me that I can have fun
the time. I came back to volunteer so I could be with these kids.
doing God’s work, and it’s especially fun at MIX. The small group
They’re at an age when everything changed for me and I want to
discussions are great – the questions keep the kids engaged – and
be there for them during that time, as well.”
that’s when a lot of great moments happen for us.”
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SETTING THE STAGE
Powerful moments at CIY events are set up months in advance on drawing boards and in workshops
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“We have to create a world and it has to be
visually appealing right when they walk in
the room,” Foreman said. “A stage set will
go from concept to reality in about three
months’ time. Props play a major role in
specifically the SuperStart tour because
it’s important for preteens to see the story.
It takes a lot of time, work and man hours
for a very short illustration or moment.
But those are important moments. As
a preteen, those are the moments that
stick with you for years. You may not
remember the name of the tour, but you
will remember that moment when a ninja
warrior scaled a Salmon Ladder and
demonstrated her trust in God.”

DAVENPORT

“

”

1. Dream It.
“A lot of the things I get to build don’t have blueprints, so I’m
making something for the first time – which is pretty cool,”

CALEB

CLARK

2. Build It.
“Sometimes I don’t know which materials will work best for our
stage set and props, so that drawing board is just me working on
it,” Foreman said. “We work with everything from steel to wood
to foam – and we use A LOT of foam. It’s versatile. It can be carved
and shaped. When packed in a truck it
doesn’t weigh a lot. It can be built and
torn down quickly and easily – which is
important. But you can’t build a Warp Wall
a Bible on a
out of foam.”

It’s cool to put
wireless controlled actuator
and have it rise up out of the
floor of the stage and have
kids get a kick out of that,
but seeing them dive into the
Word on their own – because
their perspective of the Bible
just changed – is a 10-times
better feeling.

Set designs can be anything from a functioning obstacle course
to ancient ruins to a life-sized video game that interacts with
thousands of students simultaneously. And all of them start the
same way – at the drawing board.

AND

Foreman said. “If I’m not in the shop building, I’m at the computer
designing. In the months leading up to this tour we were in the
season of designing the set for the ‘Game Changer’ theme, and
as I’m coming up with ideas for stage elements I’m also thinking
about how they’re going to come apart and fit in the truck. That’s
just as important as how it looks and functions.”

IY visually connects with the next generation of
Kingdom workers with incredible set designs on many
stages around the world every year.

Each stage design is tailored to specific age groups – from lights
and LED walls to expertly crafted sets and backdrops. Those
artistic elements are developed months in advance, with many
meetings and brainstorm sessions and design phases happening
with multiple CIY staff. Matt Foreman, one of CIY’s production
directors, said in his 14 years of building stage sets for CIY events,
SuperStart’s weekend conference for preteens almost always has
the most elaborate designs. This year’s set is no different, as it is
created to immediately pull the young
audience into an environment that’s
welcoming them to the theme of “Game
Changer.”

CRAIG

3. Maintain It.
“There’s upkeep to be done on the stage
sets throughout each tour,” Foreman said.
“In our downtime and when we’re not
out at events, we’ll touch up paint or fix
anything that needs it. It’s important each
crew handles the sets with care, but we
try to minimize damage in that process of
moving from place-to-place.”

4. Enjoy It.
“It’s so cool to see the elements being
used for God and seeing the kids interact
with them,” Foreman said. “That’s a
good feeling to know you played a part in
that. To have an idea and see it come to
fruition is a fun thing, but seeing a student use it to connect with
God or help illustrate a decision to follow Him for the first time
is irreplaceable. It’s cool to put a Bible on a wireless controlled
actuator and have it rise up out of the floor of the stage and have
kids get a kick out of that, but seeing them dive into the Word on
their own – because their perspective of the Bible just changed – is
a 10-times better feeling.”
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ABOVE: SuperStart’s weekend event
for preteens kicked off its 2019/2020
tour in St. Louis during the weekend
of Oct. 11-12. The theme this year
is “Game Changer,” and the stage is
designed in such a way as to welcome
young people into an environment that
should feel like they’re inside a
giant game. Because of the interactive
nature of the SuperStart program, the
stage must have a feeling that invites
preteens to participate. LEFT: Matt
Foreman, a production director at CIY,
works on set designs for SuperStart in
the months leading up to the launch
of the event. Plans and blueprints
for set designs begin months in
advance, and involve logistics that
consider efficient ways of packing and
transporting resources.
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MAKING CONTACT
Junior highers look to the stars with Believe’s 2019/2020 tour that focuses on prayer
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or every action there is an equal and opposite reaction.
That action happens at the point of CONTACT. It’s
powerful. It’s motivational. It’s life-changing.

The God of the universe wants to make CONTACT with us.
He wants to impact our lives. And He provides access to His
awesome power at any time and for all people through this
wonderful thing called prayer. But what is prayer? How does it
work? When should you do it? What words should you use?
These are all questions that junior high students are asking. They
have a hope that this mysterious God has power to affect their
lives, but they aren’t sure how to talk to Him. Believe’s CONTACT
tour will help young people all over the U.S. better understand
the amazing gift of prayer and how it can make an impact on
their lives.
Prayer is powerful because God is powerful. Prayer is personal
because God loves you. Prayer anytime about anything because
God is listening. Prayer is as varied as you are. Prayer is Kingdom
work.
CIY’s 2019/2020 Believe tour has officially launched, and over the
next few months junior high students will lean into the idea of
communicating with the Heavenly Father by simply looking up
into the Heavens.
The premise of this year’s theme will guide students in prayer
and teach them how to connect with the creator of the universe.
The weekend event will be framed around the Lord’s Prayer
– which begins with “Our Father who art in Heaven …” CIY’s
Believe Director Mike Branton said the curriculum will take
students through a step-by-step process on how to pray if they’re
not sure where to start: with thanksgiving, adoration for God,
confession of sins and struggles, and praying for others and for
self.
“This is going to be an intriguing, exciting and creative tour for
Believe,” Branton said. “The idea came from conversations we’ve
had with youth leaders about where students are in terms of
communication. Oftentimes we struggle connecting with each
other, and we think about how difficult it can be for students to
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communicate with a God they can’t see. Believe will also tie in
the various ways students can have contact with God, as well
as encourage great communication across the board with their
peers and group leaders without internalizing things that are
weighing on their hearts.”
Believe events keep junior highers engaged with an
action-packed schedule of small group time, exciting stage
games, dynamic teachers and Holy Spirit-filled worship sessions
with some of the best musicians from across the country. This
year’s worship will be led by the Isaac Pitman Band, and youth
leaders are already expressing their excitement.
“This is the best middle school conference I’ve ever seen in its
mixture of relatable content and good messages for students
at this age,” said Andy Sander, youth leader with Northland
Baptist Church in Kansas City, Missouri. “The big thing is the
interaction, and what the students take home after the event. It’s
awesome how Believe asks the kids how they’ll continue their
walk with Christ after they leave.”
For more than 20 years, Believe has come alongside the local
church to bolster conversations and address issues junior high
students face in an impactful way. Branton said as different tour
themes challenge students every year to connect with the Father
in various ways – such as looking up into the majestic beauty of
space – two pillars of the program will never change.
“We’ll always present the Gospel and the challenge to Kingdom
work,” he said. “I love what (Saddleback Student Director) Kurt
Johnston said: ‘Often – not always, but often – God works with
a one/two punch in the lives of students.’ We work to create
that environment when God will use that significant time and
significant adult in the student’s life to plant the seed. A student
connecting with peers, adult leaders and God and hearing the
challenge to Kingdom work will always be the take-home win for
the event.”
This year’s Believe tour will stop in 11 locations across the U.S.
for 12 events beginning this fall. Read more about CIY’s weekend
event designed specifically for junior high students at ciy.com/
believe.
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POVERTY IS EVERYWHERE
Often misunderstood mission principle comes to life when examined in the proper context
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This is the fourth in a seven-part series that will examine CIY Engage’s Seven Mission Principles, which are taught to every student who
joins Engage for an international mission trip. The principles are: Missions is a Lifestyle, Observation Before Interpretation, Church
Matters, Cultures are Beautiful and Broken, Do Things With not For People, God is Already Working, and Poverty is Everywhere.

S

ome of Engage’s Mission Principles are more difficult
for students to wrap their minds around than others.
For example, “Cultures are Beautiful and Broken”
and “Church Matters” are pretty easy to observe and
understand. Any Engage experience is going to draw strong
contrast between the beauty and the brokenness in the world,
or highlight the impact of the local church, or demonstrate the
power of God at work. Other principles, though, are sometimes
more difficult for students to grasp. At the top of that list you’ll
find the mission principle “Poverty is Everywhere.”

to those who lived in dire financial need – he also said, “Blessed
are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.” That
one little sentence teaches me that I can be financially poor, but
I can also be poor in spirit or poor in faith. I might have material
poverty, but I could also have relational or moral poverty. That’s
what we mean when we say “Poverty is Everywhere.” We are all
lacking in one area or another. We are all poor. And while it is
right to minister to those who live in financial poverty, it is also
right to minister to those who are poor in other areas of their
lives.
That brings me back to the frequent misunderstanding of our mission principle.
In Kenya, you can’t not see the material
poverty. It is ubiquitous and all-encompassing. When everything you see in all
directions is indicative of extreme economic
distress, sometimes it can be difficult to
see where the other forms of poverty are –
including the poverty in ourselves. So while
you might expect the conversations about
poverty to be especially impactful in places
like Kenya, we’ve found that they are often
as fruitful – if not more so – in places like
Poland.

Back in July, Jason and Wendy Dean led a
group of 17 students on a trip with Proem
Ministries in Zakosciele, Poland. On the
trip, they had the privilege to help facilitate
a camp for students from Poland and the
surrounding countries. Proem’s camp
provides a different experience than what
you would typically expect on a mission trip.
At Proem, the worship services have a
high production value, the campground
is beautiful and well-maintained, the
ministry is facilitated by a large team of
people who operate expensive sound and
video equipment, and the food is good. It’s
a nice camp. Nicer, even, than the beloved camp that I grew up
going to in Florida. Most of the kids who come to Proem don’t
exactly come from financially unstable backgrounds, either. The
majority of them have families who pay for them to be there,
some while they go on expensive Western European vacations.
Would you believe me if I said that the principle “Poverty is
Everywhere” is easier to understand at a place like Proem than it
is in the slums of Kenya?

Our teams in Poland have to look for poverty. Our training and
our trip leaders tell them it’s there, but then they have to find it.
With an apparent lack of material poverty, the team can begin
to process the idea that poverty, like most things, is more than
skin deep. People in Kenya who wear the outward signs of low
economic standing are impoverished. But that doesn’t make the
people we minister to in Poland not poor. It doesn’t make me not
poor, either.

Jesus talked about poverty more liberally than we do today.
While Jesus did use the word in its contemporary sense – to refer
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American students on an Engage international trip to Poland work alongside Polish youth to pray for and minister to
communities in a variety of ways. The mission principle of “Poverty Is Everywhere” takes on a new meaning in places like
Poland, where material poverty exists but where spiritual poverty is more prevalent and impactful to the culture.

By broadening our definition of poverty the way Jesus did, we
create a healthier relationship between the students and leaders
who go on Engage trips and the people who live in the countries
they visit. Limiting the scope of poverty to mere economics
can have extremely negative consequences. Most notably, if
helping someone out of their material poverty is a stated goal of
a mission trip, this is what we communicate: “I have something
you don’t. Let me help you.” While that may sound innocent
enough, the mentality behind it can rob the people we are trying
to help of their dignity. It creates a caste system that sends a
message of superiority, pity, and enlightenment.

On the other hand, when we recognize the poverty in
others as similar to the poverty in ourselves, this is what we
communicate: “Let’s work together to try to become better
Kingdom workers.” It is a partnership that does not forsake the
dignity, partnership, and equality that Jesus ultimately sees in
all of us. That’s why we are constantly urging students to see
the poverty in the places where we serve, but also – and often
more difficultly – in themselves. Whether a team is in Kenya
or Poland, it’s important for them to recognize the ways God
is working in the brokenness of the culture they are in and the
ways he is working in the brokenness of the culture they left
back at home.
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CIY coordinates and produces programs, events and trips for students in grades four through college throughout the U.S. and the world,
and develops resources that benefit the local church. CIY calls youth to Christ and into lives of Kingdom work through The Church. For more information, visit ciy.com.

A two-day interactive weekend event designed specifically for preteens (4-6 grades), engaging their growing minds and teaching them more about the Bible. ciy.com/superstart

CONTACT: Logan Sperry · logan.sperry@ciy.com
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A five-day summer program for high school students to experience God, including daily devotions, dynamic worship, community discipleship and Biblical teaching. ciy.com/move
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